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FROM THE DESK OF

Maris J. Weiner
With summer comes more hours of daylight (and heat) for us to relish before another long 
winter approaches. We have certainly put these extra rays to good use and accomplished a 
lot here at Williams Family Law. In July, several attorneys in our office traveled to Newport, 
Rhode Island, to attend the Pennsylvania Bar Association Family Law Section summer 
meeting. After years of conferences and continuing education classes online, it was great 
to reconnect in person with colleagues from across the commonwealth while honing our 
knowledge of the law and enjoying sunset cruises on Narragansett Bay.

Being in Newport reminded us that it is so important to find time outside of the office 
to relax and have some fun. We appreciate travel and vacations more now than in past 
years, now that we have moved past the lockdowns of the pandemic. As busy family law 
attorneys, we are on call for our clients around the clock and constantly hustling to meet 
deadlines. Taking time away from the daily grind gives us an opportunity to recharge and 
return to work refreshed. As we near the end of August, I encourage everyone to take a 
break and unplug before we head into the back-to-school frenzy of the fall. Whether it is 
reading a good book on the couch in the air conditioning, taking a walk around the block 
or embarking upon a road trip to a new place, slow down and enjoy the last of the long, 
carefree days of summer with friends and family.

David Hamilton, Maris Weiner, 
Jeffrey Williams and Shauna 
Quigley enjoy one of several 
Newport sunsets.

Awarded
WILLIAMS FAMILY LAW SELECTED  
TO 2022 PENNSYLVANIA SUPER LAWYERS

Jeffrey Williams, Susan Smith and 
Shauna Quigley were again named 
to the list of the top attorneys in the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 
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From legislative alerts to tips and tactics, the attorneys of Williams Family Law 
regularly share information and insight on legal issues they see every day on our 
Family Law Blog. Some of our recent posts covered: 

FROM OUR 

Family Law Blog

How to Protect an  
Inheritance from Your Spouse

What happens if you have an  
inheritance coming, or other financial 
assets you would like to protect in the 
event of a divorce? Robert Salzer  
recaps options covered in a recent  
article on the topic.  

Divorcing Spouses are  
Hiding Cryptocurrency

Cryptocurrencies, reports Jeffrey 
Williams, are what one expert called  
the new “Cayman Islands bank  
account” for divorces.   

In Child Support, Who Pays 
for Extra Expenses?

Who pays for summer camp, piano 
lessons, or extra expenses not figured 
into Pennsylvania’s basic child support 
formula? Jeffrey Williams breaks down 
the details. 

Protection from Abuse 
Orders in Pennsylvania

If you are a victim of domestic abuse, 
you have options. Robert Salzer shares 
the parameters of getting a PFA in PA.  

Kanye, Custody and  
Kid’s Classes 

After Kanye West complained in an 
interview about a perceived lack 
of parental rights, Shauna Quigley 
explained how things like school 
choice are actually handled by courts 
during divorce and custody disputes. 

Pets in Divorce: Property? 
Family? Neither? 

A Delaware woman is advocating for 
the state to recognize pets as family 
members rather than property in a 
divorce. Shauna Quigley explains how 
this is handled in Pennsylvania. 

Client Reviews
Susan was responsive and represented our interests at the highest possible  
level, providing the outcome we desired.”

– “Doug,” Avvo.com
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A QUICK LOOK AT SOME OF THE MOST CURRENT  
TRENDS AND FIGURES IN FAMILY LAW.

Facts and Stats

The Zodiac Sign Least  
Likely to Divorce

CANCER
Nurturers  

who are devoted  
and selfless.

ARIES
So fiercely  

self-reliant, they  
can’t be  

held back. 

CAPRICORN
Worker bees who  
will do whatever 
it takes to keep a 

partnership thriving. 

GEMINI
The “social  

butterfly” of the  
zodiac needs  

constant  
stimulation. 

VIRGO
A passionate 

perfectionist, they 
embrace personal 

growth from 
relationships.

PISCES
Very sensitive,  

they don’t cope well 
with conflict. 

SCORPIO
Unpredictable  

and intense, they are 
committed…until 

they’re not. 

SAGITTARIUS
Adventurous and 

always in search of 
new experiences. 

TAURUS
Practical but  

stubborn, they can  
be laid back… 

or cold. 

AQUARIUS
So free spirited,  

they are the least  
likely sign to get 
married in the  

first place. 

LIBRA
Craving balance  

and peace,  
they thrive in  
a partnership.
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LEO
Fun-loving  
but crave 

independence. 

Source: Best Life

Client Reviews
I wanted to reach out and express appreciation for how David recently  
handled my stepson’s name change petition. He was personable, thorough  
and responsive and kept us updated throughout the process. What a great 
addition he is to your team!

– “Erica,” via email
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